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Details and Criteria (Please attach additional sheets if necessary) 

If you have already submitted the essay once but received below 40% you are required 

to ‘re-work’ your original submission and highlight the new sections as outlined below. 

You failed your original submission due to not answering the assessment brief fully.  

If you failed because you did not submit the first time you will have nothing to ‘re-work’ 

but to show your work is completely original please highlight the whole project as 

outlined below. 

Therefore, this reassessment requires you to: 

1. Study the assessment brief outlined below and choose to answer either question

A or question B.

OR

2. Read carefully the feedback provided in TurnItIn for your original assessment.

3. ‘Re-work’ your original submission to address the feedback given.

To ‘re-work’ an assessment means you do not need to start with a blank piece of paper, 

but instead go back to what you previously wrote, and then change the sections to 

address the feedback. Please ensure that you highlight all the sections you have re-

worked. 

Written Assignment brief: 
ILOs  
1. articulate different approaches to exploration and adventure in the rock

landscape;
2. analyse evolutionary relations between the rock environment and

culture;
3. demonstrate an understanding of the properties and formation of rock
landscapes

Here is the highlight button 



You must choose to answer either Question A or Question B 

Question A: Describe an important rock climb in the UK and analyse 

its cultural and geological significance.  

Question B: Choosing one example of a rock class, describe how 
this rock forms and explain how its structure affects the 
climbing experience.  
You may use diagrams, maps and tables to support your work, 
along with UK locations as case studies. Normal Citation 
requirements apply.  

Pay particular attention to the following: 

1. This assessment must be completed in essay format and be written in
the 3rd person.
2. You will have to include some distinct sections (word counts are a guide

only):

-Introduction (250 words?)
-Main section (800-1000 words?)
- Conclusion (250 words?)

- Reference list (not included in word count)
3. In the conclusion you should do more than just summarise what you

have stated in the main section, you should bring your thoughts and
position to a conclusion, do you agree with the protagonists in the field?
4. Citations and references must adhere to the University of Cumbria

version of Harvard referencing (see Cite Them Right)

Overall good essays will have the following properties: 
a. Clear introduction and well set out ‘scope’ of the subject
b. Go beyond mere description and include a level of critique.

c. Be well referenced, constructed and with a logical/sequential main
section that reads well (like a good story in getting its message across).

d. Sound conclusion that may cover some new ground as a means to
‘confirming’ your position or argument.

e. A reference list after the main body of text, started on a new page that
includes books, journals and a few websites, these will be properly

referenced as per the Harvard system and in the ‘Cite Them Right’ 
booklets (visit skills@cumbria).  

To be submitted through Turnitin 

SUBMISSION DATE AS PER STUDENT PORTAL 

Please submit via the Reassessment Turnitin portal on the HSOO4002 Rock 
Blackboard site. 


